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Experimental work

Nanowire growth experiments by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) have been implemented. The 
experimental arrangement consists of a quartz tube, which serves as the growth chamber, mounted 
inside a furnace. The temperature profile across the furnace, and hence the growth chamber, is 
maintained by programmable temperature controllers. Growth proceeds is via the so-called vapour-
liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism: source material for growth is placed at a location in the growth 
chamber such that the temperature allows for a sufficiently large vapour pressure to develop. Inert 
carrier gas (Argon) passes through the chamber, transporting vapour-phase source material. At a 
location downstream of the source material is the growth substrate, on which some of the transported 
source material deposits. The growth substrate is placed at a point where the temperature is conducive 
for growth. The growth substrate consists of silicon with a layer of metal deposited on its surface, 
which acts as a catalytic agent for growth. During the warming up of the furnace to its steady-state 
operation temperature profile, the temperature of the growth substrate increases. At the eutectic 
temperature of catalytic film-silicon, the catalytic film melts, forming droplets on the surface of the 
substrate. Vapour-phase source material transported to the growth substrate attaches to the surface of 
the droplets and diffuses into the bulk of the liquid. Continued delivery of vapour-phase source material
to the droplet surface and its subsequent incorporation into the liquid bulk leads to a super-saturation of
growth material within the droplet. Eventually, once a minimum super-saturation value is exceeded in 
the droplet, solid growth source material precipitates at the low energy interface of the droplet and 
substrate, yielding growth. A number of factors which can influence growth has been studied

 the sources temperatures (three sources are used: copper iodide (CuI), gallium selenide (Ga2Se3)
and indium selenide (In2Se3)),

 the growth substrate temperature,
 the carrier gas flow rate,
 the growth time,
 catalytic film material and thickness.

Table 1 below summarises the range of values used for the experimental parameters varied.
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Experimental Parameter Range

Copper Indium source temperature [°C] 685

Indium Selenide source temperature [°C] 690 - 750

Gallium Selenide source temperature [°C] 720 - 750

Growth substrate temperature [°C] 500 - 600

Carrier gas flowrate [sccm] 50 - 300

Growth time [mins] 60-120

Growth substrate Silicon with indium film

Quartz with indium-tin-oxide film

Table 1: Range of values used for experimental parameters in CVD growth of nanowires

From the experiments performed, deposition on the substrate is sensitive to growth substrate 
temperature and carrier gas flowrate, with varying deposition rates and morphologies observed with 
these two growth parameters. For increasing growth substrate temperature, material deposition is seen 
to increase with increasing temperature. For varying carrier gas flowrate, the amount of material 
deposited appears to go through a maximum with increasing flowrate; at very low flowrates very little 
material is delivered from the source boats to the growth substrate since the carrier gas stream 
possesses insufficent kinetic energy to overcome the temperature gradient at the entrance to the growth 
chamber (between the gas inlet and the source boats). At very high flowrates, the carrier gas laden with 
vapour-phase source material moves too quickly above the surface of the growth substrate such that 
only a very small amount of growth material has enough time to diffuse across the boundary layer 
established at the substrate. Thus an optimum carrier gas flowrate range exists which allows for 
sufficient transport and delivery of material from the source boats to the growth substrate surface.
Growth experiments have been performed using two different types of susbstrates: silicon with an 
indium film and quartz with an indium-tin-oxide (ITO) film. The use of a silicon growth substrate is 
consistent with our previous practice in growing nanostructures of other materials; typically we use a 
thin gold film to serve as the catalytic element to promote the VLS mechanism. However, initial growth
experiments in the present study suggested that indium was not being delivered to the growth substrate,
hence the move away from a gold catalytic layer to an indium self-catalytic one. Nanostructures 
containg copper, indium, gallium and selenium (CIGS) and copper, indium, selenide (CIS), as 
confirmed by energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) (see Figures 1 and 2), are observed on 
silicon/indium film substrates. Work towards core-shell structures has been developed - deposition of 
zinc oxide (ZnO) and CIGS on both silicon and quartz substrates have been undertaken. The rationale 
behind using a quartz substrate is that it would allow for illumination from the backside of the substrate
as well as from the topside. The ITO film - transparent to the light illumination wavelengths of interest 



- is intended to serve as a possible contact for subsequent photoelectrical characterisation 
measurements. However, limited success has been achieved with deposition on quartz/ITO substrates, 
with little deposition observed. this may be because the oxide serves as a barrier to deposition, i.e. no 
catalytic liquid droplets are able to form successfully due to the conditions used in order to provide 
nucleation centres for VLS growth to proceed. Some deposition is observed, however it is probably 
through a vapour-solid (VS) mechanism.

Figure 1: Sample SEM and EDS of CIGS grown structures

Figure 2: Sample SEM and EDS of CIS grown structures.

Photoluminescence (PL) measurements have been performed on samples. The experimental 
arrangement comprises a diode-pumped solid state laser (Coherent Verdi-V8/V10) with an output 
wavelength of 532 nm to optically pump a Ti:Sapphire oscillator (Coherent MIRA-900F), whose output



wavelength is tunable. The output laser radiation from the Ti:Sapphire oscillator is pulsed and used to 
pump a commercial second harmonic generator (SHG) (INRAD Model 5-050). The laser output from 
the SHG has a similar pulse-width and frequency as the input pump laser with correspondingly half the 
wavelength. An excitation wavelength of 400 nm is used. The laser beam from SHG is directed to the 
sample using a set of mirrors and lenses. The PL signal is dispersed by a spectrometer (Jobin-Yvon, 
TRIA620) with resolution 0.1 nm at 365 nm (0.93 meV) and 546 nm (0.42 meV). The dispersed signal 
is detected by a liquid nitrogen cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) detector (Jobin-Yvon, CCD3000).
Figure 3 gives a PL spectrum acquired from a grown copper-indium-selenide structure (black line) 
while a comparative spectrum (blue line) from literature (P.Allen & M.G.Bawendi, J.Am.Chem.Soc. 
2008, 130, 9240-9241) is also included. As can be seen, the acquired spectrum compares very well with
that from literature. The fairly broad PL peak seen, in both cases, may possibly be attributable to near 
band edge trap states, arising from shallow donor-acceptor pairs created by defects and vacancies 
(Zhang, S. B.; Wei, S.-H.; Zunger, A.; Katayama-Yoshida, H. Phys. ReV. B, 1998, 57, 9642–9656).

Figure 3: PL spectrum from sample (black line) and comparison with literature (blue line)

A parallel fabrication method of nanowires was pursued using an hydrothermal approach. Zinc 
oxide(ZnO)/copper indium selenide (CIS) heterostructures were created by partial replacement of ZnO 
structures with a CIS shell. First ZnO nanorods were synthesised by the following method. Zinc acetate
dihydrate was dissolved in methanol at 60°C. The mixture was stirred and then deposited on to a quartz
substrate and spin-coated followed by an anneal. At least three cycles of deposition, spin-coating and 
anneal were required to form a dense and uniform dispersion of ZnO on the substrate. The substrate 
was then placed in water and methanol, alternatively, for three times in order to remove hydroxyl ions. 
Hydrothermal growth was carried out at 95°C in a sealed vessel by immersing the substrate in an 
aqueous solution containing Zn(NO3)2 and methenamine. In order to create the CIS shell, a Se2- source 
solution was first prepared by dissolving Se and NaBH4 in water. The substrate containing the ZnO 
nanostructures was immersed in the Se2- source solution and kept at 50°C for 3 hours. This step was 
repeated twice. The substrate was then washed with deionized water and ethanol and subsequently 
dried under vacuum. Next, a solution of Cu(NO3)2.3H2O was dissolved in triethylene glycol (TEG) was
prepared. The substrate was immersed in this solution and kept at 30°C for 3 hours, followed by 
washing with deionized water and ethanol and drying under vacuum. A solution of InCl3 dissolved in 
TEG was prepared in a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave. The sample was immersed in this 
solution. The autoclave was sealed and maintained at a constant temperature. After allowing to cool, 
the substrate was washed several times with deionized water and ethanol and finally dried under 



vacuum. Figure 4 below shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images and energy-dispersive 
spectra (EDS) of ZnO nanostructures (Fig. 4 a and b) and ZnO/CIS heterostructures (Fig. 4 c and d).

Figure 4: SEM and EDS images of ZnO nanostructures (a and b) and ZnO/CIS heterostructures (c and 
d).

X-ray diffraction measurements were performed on ZnO/CIS heterostructures synthesised from the 
procedure described above but for varying immersion time and temperature of the InCl3-TEG solution. 
Figures 5a and 5c show the XRD spectra for heterostructures grown for different times at 200°C and at 
different temperatures for 8 hours, respectively. The peaks characteristic to ZnO and CIS are marked on
the figures. One may see from these figures that the intensities of the (112) and (220) crystal faces of 
CIS vary with temperature and time, indicating a change in the relative proportions of copper and 
indium in a given sample. The ratio of the intensities of (112)/(220) peaks are plotted as a function of 
time and temperature in Figs. 5b and 5d, respectively, while the change in Cu:In ratio, calculated from 
the ratio of intensities, is plotted in Figure 6. From Fig. 6a, increasing immersion time (at a constant 
temperature of 200°C) of the substrate in the InCl3-TEG solution leads to an increase in the In atom 
concentration. In Fig. 6b, the indium atom concentration is seen to be sensitive to small variations in 
temperature, with an increase in In concentration with increasing temperature. Thus, the opportunity is 
offered to tune the composition of CIS.



Figure 5: XRD spectra and intensity ratio of (112)/(220) peaks of samples prepared in InCl3-TEG 
solutions for differing times and temperatures. Figures (a) and (b), immersion time 2 hours, 4 hours, 6 
hours and 8 hours, constant temperature = 200°C; Figures (c) and (d), immersion time = 8 hours.



Figure 6: Copper and Indium atom ratio of samples prepared in InCl3-TEG solution for different times 
and temperatures. Figure (a) constant temperature = 200°C; Figure (b) immersion time = 8 hours.

Transmittance measurements of ZnO/CIS heterostructures have been performed from which the band 
gaps for ZnO and CIS have been determined. Transmittance was measured using a Chromex 
monochromator and a halogen-tungsten lamp as a white light source. The power of the halogen lamp 
was kept at 120 W for all measurements. The output light from the monochromator was chopped at a 
frequency of 760 Hz. The measurements were taken over three wavelength ranges: 350 to 800 nm, 700 
to 1000 nm and 900 to 1400 nm. For the second and third ranges (700-1000 nm and 900-1400 nm), a 
long pass filter of 650 nm was used to cut the possible influence of harmonics. The angle of incidence 
of the light was 0°. The light transmitted through the sample was collected by an UV-enhanced Si 
detector connected to an SR830 lock-in amplifier. Heterostructures synthesised from immersion in the 
InCl3-TEG solution for three different times (4 hours, 6 hours and 8 hours) at a constant temperature of 
200°C - i.e. samples with varying Cu:In ratio - were measured. From the transmittance measurements, 
the absorption may be determined. For a direct band gap energy, Eg, the absorption, α, is related to Eg, 

through the proportionality: (α.hν)2  (hν-Eg) , where: hν = photon energy. The band gaps for ZnO and 

CIS, Eg(AB) and Eg(C) respectively, may be determined from extrapolation of the straight line portion 

of the curve of (α.hν)2 versus hν. Furthermore, deep level energies may be determined from the points 
on the same curve where the second derivative is zero. In the case of ZnO, these energies are due to 
native defects [Xu et al., Nucl.Instr.and Meth. in Phys.Res. B 199 (2003) 286-290; Schmidt-Mende et 
al., Materials Today, 10(5) (2007)40-48]. Figure 7 shows the plot of absorption versus wavelength 
(determined from transmittance measurements) for three ZnO/CIS heterostructure samples prepared in 
InCl3-TEG solution for different times (4 hours, 6 hours and 8 hours) at a constant temperature of 

200°C. Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the plot of  (α.hν)2 versus hν for each of the samples with the 
determined energy values. Table 2 summarises the determined values.



Figure 7: Plot of absorption against wavelength, determined from transmittance measurements for 
three samples prepared in InCl3-TEG solution for different times (4 hours, 6 hours and 8 hours) at a 
constant temperature of 200°C.

Figure 8: Plot of  (α.hν)2 versus hν for sample prepared in InCl3-TEG solution for 4 hours at a constant
temperature of 200°C.



Figure 9: Plot of  (α.hν)2 versus hν for sample prepared in InCl3-TEG solution for 6 hours at a constant
temperature of 200°C.

Figure 10: Plot of  (α.hν)2 versus hν for sample prepared in InCl3-TEG solution for 8 hours at a 
constant temperature of 200°C.



Sample Eg(AB)
[eV]

Eg(C)
[eV]

E1 ±0.1
[eV]

E2 ±0.1
[eV]

E3 ±0.1
[eV]

Cu/In

4h 1.021 1.252 1.640 1.786 1.983 2.37

6h 1.006 1.250 1.639 1.786 1.981 0.93

8h 1.017 1.245 1.640 1.785 1.983 0.89

Literature 1.032* 1.268* *Chichibu et al., J. Appl. Phys. 83 (1998) 
3678

Table 2: Values for band gap of ZnO and CIS and deep levels of ZnO determined from Figures 8-10.

From Table 2, a red shift in the band gap energy for CIS (Eg(C)) may be seen with increasing In atom 
concentration. The band gap energy compares reasonable well with the literature value of 1.268 eV.

Computational work

We have started by using the Siesta code that is based on density functional theory (DFT), for which we
have explored the quality of different functional to
evaluate  band  gap  of  CIS  and  CGS.  In  these
preliminary calculations, we compared the band gap
of  fixed  geometries  to  fully  relaxed  geometries
(both cell vectors and atomic positions). Since there
is  very  few  information  on  the  internal  atomic
structure for quaternary alloy such as Cu-In-Ga-Se,
we  also  considered  different  approximation
regarding  to  the  unknown  interatomic  distances
within  the  unit  cell.  A  second  effort  was  to
investigate  the  electronic  properties  of  nanowires
with the help of tight-binding method. We have then used extended Hückel method for studying both
bulk and nanowire materials, and to compare the results with previous DFT results.
DFT Calculations In the first phase, we have concentrated our effort on the quality of the different
DFT functional for exchange-correlation that are available within the  Siesta3.0 package,  which are
LDA, LYP, PBE, RPBE and PBEsol. None of these functional includes exact Hartree-Fock exchange.
According to the following unit cell, we fixed the position of the atoms to the known structure for CIS
= CuInSe2 ( E g = 1.0 eV) and CGS = CuGaSe2 ( E g = 1.7 eV), and a linear interpolation of interatomic
distances was applied for intermediate composition (CuInxGa(1-x)Se2). As revealed in Table 3, any of the
functional used for CIS and CGS give a reasonable band gap. The only agreement is by revealing the
CIS has a lower band gap value that CGS, but the difference in band gap is always too small. The better
agreement with experimental results was provided with the LDA functional, but as expected with LDA:
band gaps are always underestimated. Although underestimated band gap values, a linear interpolation
in bond distances for intermediate composition gives a comprehensive increase of the band gap value
when varying “x” in CuInxGa(1-x)Se2 when going from CIS to CGS. In contrast, when the size of the unit
cell including the position of atomic species within are optimized, nearly all the small band gap values
for CIS and CGS vanish to finally give a band gap of zero for relaxed structure. This result was also
anticipated since a recent publication [H. Xiao et al., J. Phys. Chem. Lett. (2011) 2, 212.] has shown the
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weakness of GGA (generalized gradient approximation) and LDA density functionals to describe band
gap properties of CGS but more especially CIS for which zero band gap is found with virtually any
GGA and LDA functionals tested.

 Table 3. Calculated band gap value for fixed unit cell with several DFT fonctionals.
DFT functional

LY
P

PB
E

PBEso
l

RPB
E

LDA PZ

CGC 0.63 0.56 0.50 0.60 0.53

CIS 0.50 0.44 0.34 0.53 0.26

As an example, we show two band structures in the vicinity of the band gap (dotted lines) for CGS
obtained at LDA level before and after relaxation of the unit cell. The relaxation has a strong effect on
the general shape of the bands but more importantly on the position of the bands. Regarding to the
relaxation of the lattice, we observed a systematic overestimation of the calculated volume for the CGS
and CIS cell with respect to the experimental value.

fixed 
geometry

optimized 
cell

Figure 11. Band structure of bulk CGS calculated at DFT-LDA level where atomic positions were fixed
to the bulk values without any relaxation.

Our short term objectives are to complete these DFT calculations for nanowires, and possibly to use a
different electronic structure code in which the DFT functionals include at least a fraction of exact
exchange energy such as the hybrid functional B3LYP, B3BW91or PBE0. This last should contribute to
solve the problem related to the large underestimation of the band gap, and we are confident that these
functional  will  also  better  described the  structural  properties  of  the  bulk  CIS and  CGS materials.
Although we are not planning to use DFT methods to investigate very large and irregularly shaped
nanowires, those calculations on bulk materials and tiny nanowires will constitute an important source
of  reference  to  understand the  changes  in  electronic  properties  of  CIS,  CGS and CIGS along the
transition from 3D to 1D. For large and complicated nanowires structures, we are planning to exploit
the strength of tight-binding methods can easily tackle atomistic models containing several thousand
atoms.



2) Extended Hückel Calculations Since the results of tight-binding calculations strongly depends on
the “quality” of the atomic parameters used to reproduce a realistic electronic structure, CMG had to
perform a more systematic study on all materials. The difficulty in using a tight-binding approach for
nanowires is related to the fact that parameters that are good for bulk materials are not necessarily
appropriate for nanowires, and a similar picture can be drawn for parameters optimized for molecular
species. The electronic behavior of nanowires should be somewhere between the molecule and the bulk
materials.  For this  purpose, we have used the code  yaeHmop (reference) that can tackle finite and
periodic (1D, 2D, 3D) systems but where the atomic parameters where parametrized for molecular
species, but where different parameters (fitted for bulk materials) can be easily incorporated in the
code. 
Figure  12  compares  the  density  of  states  (DOS)  of  bulk  CIS  and  CGS  obtained  with  DFT  (S.
Siebentritt, M. Igalson, C. Persson, S. Lany,  Prog. Photovolt: Res. Appl.  18, 2010, 390–410) in the
upper panel to our EHT results (lower panels). Below Fermi level, the valence band (VB) obtained with
EHT sounds  quite  reasonable  but  the  description  of  the  conduction  band  (CB)  is  far  from being
satisfying. The energy position of CB is much too high, and there is virtually no states related to In or
Ga observed in the vicinity of EF with the EHT. Hence, although the band gap of CIS is lower than
CGS by around 0.7 eV, the EHT method miserably failed to reproduce this feature. Nevertheless, this
discrepancy can be attributed to the ETH parameters, and should be solved by fitting those parameters
for bulk In and Ga materials in the CB region. 

Figure 12. Comparison between DFT and EHT methods for the case of bulk CIS and CGS.

In order to evaluate the behaviour of standard EHT parameters that were parametrized for molecules in
determining the electronic properties of periodic materials, we started with bulk CIS and CGS and
compare them to the pure bulk elements (Cu, Se, In, Ga). The geometries were fixed to the most stable
crystal  structure.  Figure  13 includes  a  set  of  figures  showing the  density  of  states  (DOS) of  bulk
materials as a function of the energy. The vertical solid line represents the Fermi level while the dashed
lines are mainly used to appreciate the displacement of the bands with respect to pure materials. 



          

Figure 13. DOS diagrams of CGS (left panel), CIS (middle panel) and different CIGS mixtures in
which the proportion of In and Ga is varied.

The valence band (VB) of both bulk CGS (left panel) and CGS (middle panel) from -12 to -19 eV are
mainly composed of Cu (red) and Se (green). The variations in the position of the main peaks in the VB
with respect to the pure metals suggest that substantial interactions between atomic species occur, more
especially between Cu and Se. The influence of In or Ga on the total DOS is mainly observed through a
different signature in the lower part  of the VB around -17 eV but their contribution around Fermi
energy is nearly negligible. The most striking features is a much larger calculated band gap (> 7 eV) for
both CIS (exp = 1.0 eV) and CGS (exp = 1.7 eV) compound that strongly contrasts with experimental
values, and the states forming the conduction band (CB) is also mostly made of Cu and Se contribution.
To summarize our effort to reproduce the electronic properties of bulk CIS and CGS, both DFT and
EHT approaches are not satisfying: the different DFT functional used are clearly underestimating the
band gap while the EHT method largely overestimates this value. Such discrepancies can be reduced by
using a  more  appropriate  DFT functional  and by creating  new EHT parameters  that  are  based on
periodic systems calculations. 

In a second phase of our calculations with the EHT method, we wanted to explore the quality of the
atomic EHT parameters for the case of nanowires. For this purpose, we have extended our investigation
into  GIS and CGS by considering  different  configuration  of  nanowires.  Our  approach in  creating
nanowire models was to build a supercell with a given diameter, removing some of the atoms on the
periphery to give a circle shape to the supercell, and then perform an electronic structure calculation
with EHT on a periodic (1D) system. By varying the diameter of the nanowire, we should be able, in
principle, to observe the convergence of the electronic properties of the material from 0D to 3D; from a
molecular to a bulk state. Figure 14 summarizes the main results obtained on CGS and CIS nanowires.
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Figure 14. DOS diagrams of CGS (left panel) and CIS (right panel) nanowires as compared to the bulk
materials reported in a).  The 0.9 nm nanowires considered in these preliminary results have a square

shape with a b) non-stoichiometric or c) stoichiometric composition, or a d) circular shape.

The more striking difference between the bulk and nanowire configurations is the presence of many
states in the “large” band gap of CIS and CGS. These localized states are obviously related to low
coordinated atoms located at the surface of the nanowires. In addition, these band gap states appear
more  delocalized  in  the  circular  shaped  nanowires,  which  sounds  reasonable  since  the  very  low
coordinated atoms near sharp edges were removed. Except for those specific gap states, the overall
electronic structures of CIS and CGS are not too perturbed by decreasing the dimension of the system;
we distinguish a clear variation in the shape of the VB due to the different surface composition but the
its energy spreading is nearly constant except maybe for the circular nanowires. As observed for the
circular nanowires, the gap states originate from all the component forming CIS or CGS, hence the
shape, the size and the surface composition of the nanowires could have a strong influence on the final
electronic properties of CIGS. Then, a short terms objective for theses nanowires is to compare them
with nanowires where surface atoms are passivated. 




